REIMBURSABLE THERAPY SOLUTIONS
FOR VENOUS LEG ULCERS
JOBST® UlcerCARE™

JOBST® FarrowWrap® Basic

HCPCS A6532**

HCPCS A6545**

Easy application • Promotes patient compliance • Clinically effective

THERAPIES. HAND IN HAND.
www.bsnmedical.com

Reduce Edema and Help Prevent VLU Recurrence
with BSN medical Products
JOBST® UlcerCARE™ is designed for maximum patient compliance for the effective management of venous
ulcers. The two-part compression system incorporates a silk liner that gently holds the wound dressing in place,
while the soft outer stocking delivers the optimal compression to effectively manage a venous ulcer.

Features
2-layer Compression
System

JOBST®
UlcerCARE™

mediven®
Dual Layer
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JOBST® UlcerCARE™ System
JOBST® UlcerCARE™ provides graduated compression.
Nominal compression of 40 mmHg* to reach the doctor’s recommended
pressure for the healing of venous leg ulcers.

Liner contains silk
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The liners contain silk to promote skin health, facilitate donning and provide
maximum compliance.

Available with or
without zipper
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Option of a slip-on style (without zipper) or with zippers that are available on
the inside or outside of the leg for comfortable closure on the opposite sides
of the wound.

Fast moisture
absorbency
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Gives the patient more comfort for long wearing.

Available in 7 sizes
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To fit a wider variety of leg shapes.

Two colors available
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The outer stocking is available in beige and black to fit a variety of
clothing styles.

JOBST® FarrowWrap® Basic provides unparalleled compression for those suffering from venous leg ulcers.
JOBST® FarrowWrap® is the patented short stretch Velcro® garment that provides low steady resting pressure
and higher pressure when the patient is standing or active.

JOBST®
FarrowWrap®
Basic

Circaid®
JuxtaLite™

Design Type

Overlapping
band

Juxtalock™
band

JOBST® FarrowWrap® has a 50% band overlap which mimics bandaging,
provides added support, and improves garment rigidity.

Compression Type

Short stretch

Non-elastic

Because there is more stretch with the JOBST® FarrowWrap®, changes in limb
circumference result in a relatively small change to the resting compression level.

Trimmable
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Uses double-sided Velcro® so you can change band length and trim as the limb
reduces.

Vertical Rigidity
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To resist rolling / sliding into skin folds.

Less risk of gapping
between bands
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The overlapping bands provide less wrinkling, creasing, and gapping than
alternating bands.

Seamless coverage
at the ankle
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Comes with one FarrowHybrid®. FarrowHybrid® provides compression to the foot
while also allowing seamless coverage to eliminate gapping/pooling at the ankle.

Features

JOBST® FarrowWrap® Basic Advantages

**REIMBURSEMENT DISCLAIMER: This document includes suggested HCPCS codes that might be used to bill for BSN medical products and related services. Each provider will have to verify the appropriate codes for each patient. These codes are
determined by Noridian Healthcare Solutions as the Pricing, Data Analysis and Coding (PDAC) Contractor of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services. These codes may change at the discretion of the PDAC at any time and BSN is not responsible for such changes. It is the supplier or provider’s sole responsibility to determine and submit appropriate codes, charges, and modifiers for services rendered. Providers should contact insurers to verify correct coding procedures prior to submitting claims related to any product or service. BSN medical Inc. cannot guarantee coverage or reimbursement with the codes listed in this billing guide. In all cases, providers will need to follow local payer policies for billing and reimbursement.

* The mean compression for an average-sized ankle.
Velcro® is a registered trademark of Velcro Industries, B.V. Circaid® and mediven® are registered trademarks of mediUSA. Juxtalite™ and Juxtalock™ are trademarks of mediUSA.
Please refer to the product label and / or package insert for full instructions on the safe use of these products.
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